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Bone, Tina G

From: Bone, Tina G
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2016 2:29 PM
To: Clay County 911
Subject: RE: Backup
Attachments: Clay County Markup Backup Plan-V2.docx; 

ApprovedCarteretCountyBackupPSAPPlan372012.pdf; Approved06172015Person 
County Backup Plan-V2-DD and TB Comments 04232015.pdf; 
CatawbaPlan02012016.docx; BackupApprovalRequestReviewForm.docx; 
BackupPSAPFinancialDocumentationTool.xlsx

Hey Dena, 
 
I have attached your plan that has some questions on it.  I’ve also attached a document that will help aid you in 
completing your backup plan and I’ve attached a couple of really good backup plans just so you’ll know what we’re 
looking for. 
 

From: Clay County 911 [mailto:claycounty911@claync.org]  
Sent: Tuesday, February 02, 2016 12:14 PM 
To: Bone, Tina G <tina.bone@nc.gov> 
Subject: Re: Backup 

 
Tina, 
Just wanted to touch base on the backup plan... I would like to start moving forward with it or see what needs 
to be explained. 
  
Thanks  
Dena  
  
From: Bone, Tina G  
Sent: Monday, December 14, 2015 4:57 PM 
To: Clay County 911  
Subject: Re: Backup 
  
Hey Dena 
  
Yes I did receive it, as a matter of fact, David and I will be going over it on Wednesday. We will get with you if 
we have questions.  
 
Thanks  
Tina Bone 
 
On Dec 14, 2015, at 12:18 PM, Clay County 911 <claycounty911@claync.org> wrote: 

Good afternoon,  
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I was just wondering if you received the backup plan that we submitted and when we will hear 
what we need to do next..... I am not sure what to do from here on out. As you know Jake is no 
longer here to help with this project and any help you could give would be great.  
  
Thank you  
Dena  

 

 
Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties by an authorized 
state official. 
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Request for Backup Plan Approval 
 

PSAP Name: 
Clay County E-911 

 

PSAP Plan Contact (title/telephone number/email address): 
Dena Jenkins, E-911 Director, 828 557 0027, djenkins@claync.org 
 

 

Location 
Where is the Primary PSAP located (street address)? 
41 Courthouse Dr. 
Hayesville, NC 28904 
 
 

 

Where is the Backup PSAP located (street address)? 
36 Davis Loop 
Hayesville, NC 28904 
 
 

 

What other departments are located in the Backup PSAP facility? 
No other departments will be located at the backup site  
 
  

 

How far is the Primary PSAP from the Backup PSAP in airline miles? (There is currently no 
defined distance requirement but a one mile minimum is a reasonable expectation.) 
It is approximately .95 miles  
 

 

Please attach a geographical (such as a google) map showing the primary location and backup 
location.  

 
Positions/Workstations 

How many telecommunicator positions are in the Primary PSAP? 
Three (3) 
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How many telecommunicator positions are normally manned in the Primary PSAP? 
Two (2) 
Can you staff for more positions to handle peak workloads in the Primary PSAP? 
Yes 
How many additional positions are used during peak workloads in the Primary PSAP?   
One (1) 

 

How many telecommunicator positions are in the Backup PSAP? 
Two (2) 
How many telecommunicator positions will be manned in the Backup PSAP? 
Two (2) 
Can you staff for more positions to handle peak workloads in the Backup PSAP? 
No 
 

 

Equipment 
Please describe the make and model of the telephone switch in the Primary PSAP. 
Zetron MAX Call-taking 1-3 
 

 

Please describe the make and model of the telephone switch in the Backup PSAP. 
Zetron MAX Call-taking 1-3 
 

 

Please describe the make and model of the CAD in the Primary PSAP. 
GeoConex Next Generation CAD and GIS Solution 
 

 

Please describe the make and model of the CAD in the Backup PSAP. 
GeoConex Next Generation CAD and GIS Solution  
 

 

Please describe the make and model of the recorder in the Primary PSAP. 
Revcord MCS Voice Logging System  
 

 

Please describe the make and model of the recorder in the Backup PSAP. 
Revcord MCS Voice Logging System  
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Radio Equipment 

What equipment in the Backup PSAP will be used to dispatch 911 calls? 
Zetron 4000 
  

 
How will the radio equipment in the Backup PSAP connect to the radio network? 
Thru a fiber 
 

 
Network 

How many 911 trunks are currently in the Primary PSAP and who is the carrier? 
Four (4)/ Frontier 
How many admin lines are currently in the Primary PSAP and who is the carrier? 
Four (4)/ Frontier  
 

 
How many 911 trunks will be in Backup PSAP and who is the carrier? 
Four (4) / Frontier 
How many admin lines will be in the Backup PSAP and who is the carrier? 
Four (4) / Frontier  
  

 
What is the process to re-route 911 trunks from the Primary PSAP to the Backup PSAP? 
Frontier 800 number with code  
How long will it take to re-route 911 trunks from the Primary PSAP to the Backup PSAP? 
Only a matter of minutes 
 

 
What is the process to re-route admin trunks from the Primary PSAP to the Backup PSAP? 
Call Forwarding  
How long will it take to re-route admin trunks from the Primary PSAP to the Backup PSAP? 
Only a matter of minutes  
 

 
 

How will the Primary PSAP be network connected to the Backup PSAP? 
Thru a fiber  
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is the carrier? 
Frontier  
What is the bandwidth? 
50 meg 
 

 

How will this network connection between the Primary PSAP to the Backup PSAP be used? For 
instance will it be used to keep the CAD data current at both locations? Will it be used to carry 
911 calls from the B side of the switch at the backup location to the A side at the Primary 
location? Will other applications be running on this network connection?   
 
The network will enable the PSAP to have fully redundant real-time functionality between the 
Primary and the Backup locations for all main technological elements including CAD, GIS 
Mapping, Voice Recording, Phone and Radio systems. The fiber connection should allow 
dispatchers to have identical user experiences regardless of their location. 
 

 
Interim PSAP 

Who will answer your 911 calls while you are relocating to the Backup PSAP? 
Cherokee County 911 
 

 

How long will it take to relocate staff to the Backup PSAP and begin taking calls?  
5-10 minutes 
 

 

What is the process to re-route calls from the Primary PSAP to the Interim PSAP while 
relocating staff to the Backup PSAP? 
Frontier 800 number with code  
 

 

What is the process to re-route calls from the Interim PSAP while relocating staff to the Backup 
PSAP? 
Frontier 800 number with code  
 

 

Please attach a signed Memorandums of Understanding (MOUs) and any other applicable 
agreements. Please insure that the signatories have the appropriate authority to commit their 
respective agencies.    
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Power 
Describe the back-up power system at the Primary PSAP?  
Blue Ridge EMC is primary power source/generator/UPS 
What is the capacity of the generator and the UPS in the Primary PSAP? 
The generator at Primary can run up to two (2) weeks/UPS thirty (30) minutes 
How much fuel is stockpiled for the generator at the Primary PSAP and how long will this 
provide uninterrupted operation? 
The generator is at full capacity at all times with that being 1000 gallons of propane with a 
Propane company on standby 24/7 for refill 
  

 

Describe the back-up power system at the Backup PSAP?  
Blue Ridge EMC is the primary source of power/generator/UPS 
What is the capacity of the generator and the UPS in the Backup PSAP? 
The generator at the backup PSAP can run up to two (2) weeks/ UPS thirty 30 minutes  
How much fuel is stockpiled for the generator at the Backup PSAP and how long will this 
provide uninterrupted operation? 
Propane company is on standby 24/7 
 

 
 

How often will you test your Backup plan? 
Once a month  
How long will you take calls at the Backup PSAP when you exercise your plan? 
24-72 hours  
 

 

Backup Facility 
Does your Backup facility provide for the needs of employees? 
Yes 
How will sufficient food, water, sleeping, and hygiene needs for the staff for the projected 
duration the emergency be provided?  This question will be determined by local operational 
policies and procedures, but it does need serious consideration and planning.  While there is no 
hard and fast rule in place, it seems reasonable the backup facility should be self-supporting for a 
minimum of 72 hours.  
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The backup PSAP has two (2) sets of bathroom facilities, two (2) kitchen areas, large area for 
sleeping with bedding and shower facilities within walking distance of the backup 
 
  

 

Additional 
Please provide a diagram of your back-up plan. Show the equipment to be supported in the 
Primary PSAP and the Backup PSAP, the network connections between the Primary PSAP and 
the Backup PSAP, the trunking to the Primary PSAP and the Backup PSAP, and any other 
relevant information. 
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Financial Documentation 

Non-Eligible Costs  Eligible Costs   Comments 
Product/Service  Product/Service    

 Cost One-Time Costs Cost   
         
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    Recurring Costs Annual  Cost   
         
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
          
    Recurring Costs Monthly  Cost   
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The Plan 
Please provide a narrative on how the proposed Backup plan will work. 
 
Once the decision is made to abandon/evacuate the Clay County E-911 Center, staff will contact 
Cherokee County 911 to make them aware and prepare them to handle our calls. At the same 
times or shortly after, Clay County staff will contact Frontier at the 800 number and enter code to 
reroute all emergency phones call then preform call forwarding for the non-emergency phone 
calls. During the travel time of the Clay County E-911 staff, the Cherokee County 911 will be 
fielding all emergency and non-emergency calls with appropriate dispatch of said calls thru the 
base radio system in their center. Once Clay County staff arrives at the backup center and is 
ready for call taking they will then call Frontier 800 number and have all emergency calls reroute 
to the backup and call forward the admin lines to the backup, and they will resume the functions 
of the Primary PSAP thru the duration of the incident. 
 
 
 
 

 

How often will you test your Backup plan? 
Once a month 
How long will you take calls at the Backup PSAP when you exercise your plan? 
24-72 hours  
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January 21, 2015 

To: David Dodd  

From: Dena Jenkins 

Re: Back-up Center  

 

General Discussion 

I. The type of back-up center that we are looking at providing for 
Clay County will be a stand-alone PSAP. The location of this 
would be the previously used E-911/Sheriff’s Office that is 
located at 36 Davis Loop and is within one mile of the primary 
PSAP. Currently, at our primary PSAP we man two (2) 911 
stations and have the option of a third position if needed 
(which is seldom used). The back-up PSAP will be a stand-alone 
facility, with functioning radio, phones, and CAD (that will 
function from a witness server). The process of transferring use 
of the primary PSAP to the backup PSAP will be listed in 
procedures manual which should only be for the rolling over of 
the phone system from primary location to the back-up 
location. The backup PSAP will have UPS and generator for the 
power source, the UPS has the ability to hold for up to 15 min 
and the generator is able to run up to 400 hrs. The generator is 
battery powered (there is a jump pack for same) and  run by 
fuel (1 gallon per hr / 500 gallon tank with tanking being at 
80%) should start in less than two (2) minutes from the time 
the power outage occurs. We do plan on operating out of the 
backup PSAP 72 hours a month to make sure that the 



equipment is functional and maintained during the times it is 
not needed. As for the comfort of the employees at the 
prospect of an extended stay at the backup there is a full 
kitchen on site, restrooms, there is the space and privacy of 
sleeping areas (providing cots and blankets) and it is within 
walking distance of the backup there are shower facilities.  

 

Our intentions in Clay County to make the backup PSAP 
functional is to start the process of upgrading the primary PSAP 
as for it has been three (3) years since the first upgrade was 
performed. We would like to take all viable 
equipment/hardware from the primary PSAP put it in a secured 
storage facility and install into the backup PSAP then 
purchasing what is necessary to complete the back-up.  

 

 

 

II. Specific Components 
 

A. CAD- we currently have the GeoConex CAD system in the 
primary PSAP and we are happy with the functions of this. We 
plan on keeping this system and replacing the 
equipment/hardware at the primary and moving all viable 
equipment/hardware to the backup center with the purchase 
of the programming and software.  
 



B. Zetron Radio- we will be upgrading the complete system at the 
primary PSAP and moving the current system (including 
equipment/hardware and programming) to the backup center. 
The upgraded system and the current system will functions the 
same and on the same tower and repeater system.  
 

C. Zetron Calltaking Max Phone- we will be keeping the system 
and mirroring it at the backup PSAP, with replacing and 
upgrading the equipment/hardware at primary. We will be 
placing all viable equipment/hardware at the back-up and 
purchasing all programming and software. 
 

D. Mapping- The mapping is a packaging with the GeoConex CAD 
and will remain in the primary with all equipment/hardware 
being replaced, then purchasing all programming and software. 

 
 

E. Addressing Data base- This system will be upgraded and the 
existing equipment/hardware that is viable will be moved to 
the back-up and programming/ software purchased. 
 

F. Dispatch Consoles- we will be placing two (2) new dispatch 
consoles in the backup center.  

 
 

G. Phonelines (Frontier)- All blocks are in the backup PSAP with 
possibility of some wiring needed or replaced.  
 



III. Closing statement 
I recently held a meeting at the PSAP with all vendors attending 
and discussing what will be needed for the backup center to 
work. All vendors are aware of what our intentions here in Clay 
County are and what our deadlines are going to be to meet the 
specific requirements. They have each been asked to put 
together a proposal to be submitted so that we can start 
putting together our numbers, needs and documentation for 
the board. Any guidance in this matter would be greatly 
appreciated. 
 
 
 

Tentative Time Line  

January 13, 2015 – Meeting was convened with all vendors / 
providers  
 
February 2015 – a) Submission of Draft proposal for Back-up 
b) Price quotes / bids from vendors on upgrade and reinstalling 
equipment into the back-up PSAP 
 
March 2015 – Complete back-up proposal and have it approved  
 
April- May – Starting upgrading Primary PSAP 
 
July 2015 – Developing and installing the back-up PSAP 
 



  



January 21, 2015 

To: David Dodd  

From: Dena Jenkins 

Re: Back-up Center  

 

General Discussion 

I. The type of back-up center that we are looking at providing for 
Clay County will be a stand-alone PSAP. The location of this 
would be the previously used E-911/Sheriff’s Office that is 
located at 36 Davis Loop and is within one mile of the primary 
PSAP. Currently, at our primary PSAP we man two (2) 911 
stations and have the option of a third position if needed 
(which is seldom used). The back-up PSAP will be a stand-alone 
facility, with functioning radio, phones, and CAD (that will 
function from a witness server). The process of transferring use 
of the primary PSAP to the backup PSAP will be listed in 
procedures manual which should only be for the rolling over of 
the phone system from primary location to the back-up 
location. The backup PSAP will have UPS and generator for the 
power source, the UPS has the ability to hold for up to 15 min 
and the generator is able to run up to 400 hrs. The generator is 
battery powered (there is a jump pack for same) and  run by 
fuel (1 gallon per hr / 500 gallon tank with tanking being at 
80%) should start in less than two (2) minutes from the time 
the power outage occurs. We do plan on operating out of the 
backup PSAP 72 hours a month to make sure that the 

Commented [DDD1]: Dena, we usually don’t approve a 
backup site that does not have at least one mile separation 
from the primary site.  How far apart are the sites?  Are they 
on different power grids?  Where are the sites in 
relationship to the telephone company’s central office.  
Would the 911 trunk lines travel from the central office to 
the primary PSAP and the proposed backup site on different 
geographic paths?  We would not want one cut from a 
backhoe to disable both facilities.   

Commented [DDD2]: Define/explain the term witness 
server.  I’m not familiar with that.  

Commented [DDD3]: Please provide a little more 
explanation on this statement.  Will nothing have to be 
done for CAD, mapping, radios, and so forth.  Are the phone 
systems going to be two entirely separate systems, and not 
connected in any way?    

Commented [DDD4]: Good job of addressing the backup 
power needs.  No suggestions for improvement here.     



equipment is functional and maintained during the times it is 
not needed. As for the comfort of the employees at the 
prospect of an extended stay at the backup there is a full 
kitchen on site, restrooms, there is the space and privacy of 
sleeping areas (providing cots and blankets) and it is within 
walking distance of the backup there are shower facilities.  

 

Our intentions in Clay County to make the backup PSAP 
functional is to start the process of upgrading the primary PSAP 
as for it has been three (3) years since the first upgrade was 
performed. We would like to take all viable 
equipment/hardware from the primary PSAP put it in a secured 
storage facility and install into the backup PSAP then 
purchasing what is necessary to complete the back-up.  

 

 

 

II. Specific Components 
 

A. CAD- we currently have the GeoConex CAD system in the 
primary PSAP and we are happy with the functions of this. We 
plan on keeping this system and replacing the 
equipment/hardware at the primary and moving all viable 
equipment/hardware to the backup center with the purchase 
of the programming and software.  
 

Commented [DDD5]: Also a good job of developing a 
testing schedule.  This ensures that not only the equipment 
is functioning correctly, it gives your employees the 
opportunity to operate out of and become comfortable with 
the new environment.   

Commented [DDD6]: So it sounds like you want to 
purchase new CAD workstations for the primary PSAP and 
move the older workstations to the backup site.  Are you 
going to buy a new CAD server and move the older one to 
the backup site?  Or is this where the witness server comes 
into play?  If  you will not be running both facilities at the 
same time, will GeoConex require you to purchase 
additional seat licenses?  



B. Zetron Radio- we will be upgrading the complete system at the 
primary PSAP and moving the current system (including 
equipment/hardware and programming) to the backup center. 
The upgraded system and the current system will functions the 
same and on the same tower and repeater system.  
 

C. Zetron Calltaking Max Phone- we will be keeping the system 
and mirroring it at the backup PSAP, with replacing and 
upgrading the equipment/hardware at primary. We will be 
placing all viable equipment/hardware at the back-up and 
purchasing all programming and software. 
 

D. Mapping- The mapping is a packaging with the GeoConex CAD 
and will remain in the primary with all equipment/hardware 
being replaced, then purchasing all programming and software. 

 
 

E. Addressing Data base- This system will be upgraded and the 
existing equipment/hardware that is viable will be moved to 
the back-up and programming/ software purchased. 
 

F. Dispatch Consoles- we will be placing two (2) new dispatch 
consoles in the backup center.  

 
 

G. Phonelines (Frontier)- All blocks are in the backup PSAP with 
possibility of some wiring needed or replaced.  
 

Commented [DDD7]: I’m trying to understand, are you 
going to have two totally separate phone systems?  Are they 
going to be connected in any way, or totally stand-alone at 
the primary and backup?  Are you going to replicate the 
same number of trunk lines at each facility?   

Commented [DDD8]: Again, I’m not sure I understand 
how this works.  Are the CADs going to be two separate 
stand-alone systems, that will not be connected by a local 
area network connection?   Updates would not 
automatically happen between each CAD?  The backup 
center cannot rely on the backroom equipment at the 
primary site for functionality.   

Commented [DDD9]: Give me some more information 
here.  Is the Addressing data base you are referring to 
where you get ANI-ALI information on 911 calls?  Is this not 
provided by the telephone company?  If not, will you have 
to purchase two sets of software and licenses, one for the 
primary, and one for the backup?   



III. Closing statement 
I recently held a meeting at the PSAP with all vendors attending 
and discussing what will be needed for the backup center to 
work. All vendors are aware of what our intentions here in Clay 
County are and what our deadlines are going to be to meet the 
specific requirements. They have each been asked to put 
together a proposal to be submitted so that we can start 
putting together our numbers, needs and documentation for 
the board. Any guidance in this matter would be greatly 
appreciated. 
 
 
 

Tentative Time Line  

January 13, 2015 – Meeting was convened with all vendors / 
providers  
 
February 2015 – a) Submission of Draft proposal for Back-up 
b) Price quotes / bids from vendors on upgrade and reinstalling 
equipment into the back-up PSAP 
 
March 2015 – Complete back-up proposal and have it approved  
 
April- May – Starting upgrading Primary PSAP 
 
July 2015 – Developing and installing the back-up PSAP 
 

Commented [DDD10]: I’m including a spreadsheet you 
can use to compile the total cost of implementing your 
backup plan.  Just plug the numbers into the appropriate 
place on the spreadsheet.  We will need that information 
before the plan can be approved.  



  



 

 

June 12, 2015,  

To: David Dodd  

From: Dena Jenkins 

Re: Back-up Center  

 

General Discussion 

I. The type of back-up center that we are looking at providing for 
Clay County will be a stand-alone PSAP. The location of this 
would be the previously used E-911/Sheriff’s Office that is 
located at 36 Davis Loop which qualifies per the details of the 
back-up plan layout.  

 

The phone lines into the back-up location are on a loop, which 
means that Clay County is a remote off of the Cherokee County 
line that is looped thru Graham County and so on to the central 
office that is located in Sylva.  

 
The phone company has in place what is called a redundant 
system that is supposed to automatically shift if there is a break 
in the loop, so that there is no loss of phone lines. 

 



 Currently, at our primary PSAP, we man two (2) 911 stations 
and have the option of a third position if needed (the third 
position is seldom used). The back-up PSAP will be a stand-
alone facility. It will have a functioning radio, phones, and CAD 
that will function from a witness server. The witness server 
views what is going on with the CAD. If there is an interruption 
in one of the servers the witness server steps up and does the 
work load for the lost server. 
 
 The process of transferring use of the primary PSAP to the 
backup PSAP will be listed in a procedures manual which 
should only be for the rolling over of the phone system from 
primary location to the back-up location.  
 
The Zetron phone will have programming installed.  The CAD 
will be installed with programming at the backup location. It 
will work in connection with the primary system thru fiber 
optics, this way the work done at the primary will be viewable 
and retrievable at the backup. 
 
 The backup PSAP will have UPS and generator for the power 
source. The UPS has the ability to hold for up to 15 min and the 
generator is able to run up to 400 hrs.  
 
The generator is battery powered the with a jump pack for 
battery failure and is ran by fuel  at 1 gallon per hr  500 gallon 
tank with tank being at 80%. This should start in less than two 
(2) minutes from the time the power outage occurs.  



 
The power grid of Clay County is from a substation that is 
located on NC 69. This means if there is an outage of power 
that both the primary and back-up PSAP’s will be affected on a 
case by case scenario.   
 
We do plan on operating out of the backup PSAP 72 hours a 
month to make sure that the equipment is functional and 
maintained during the times it is not needed.  
 
As for the comfort of the employees at the prospect of an 
extended stay in the backup, there is a full kitchen on site and 
restrooms. There is the space and privacy for sleeping areas 
and we will be providing cots and blankets. Also, within walking 
distance of the backup there are shower facilities.  

 

Our intentions in Clay County to make the backup PSAP 
functional and start the process of upgrading the primary PSAP 
within three (3) years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Phases of Completion: 

1.  Back-up Plan approved by the board. 
2. (Dec 2015) Grant application and planning for 2016/2017 budget 
3. (Feb 2016) Building acquition  
4. (mar 2016) Building Inspection  

All vendors staging equipment orders 
5. (April 2016) Install radio upgrade at the primary PSAP 

Move old radio equipment  
Setting up install orders  
 April-Radio 
 May- CAD 
 June- phones/ Zetron & Frontier 
  SALI/Point to Point 

6. (June 2016)  Facility Testing / Check offs 
Punch list 

7. (July 2016) Center deployment- operational 

  

II. Components 
 

A. CAD- we currently have the GeoConex CAD system in the 
primary PSAP and we are happy with the functions of this. We 
plan on keeping this system and replacing the 
equipment/hardware at the primary and moving all viable 
equipment/hardware to the backup center with the purchase 
of the programming and software. The CAD system will run 
thru a county fiber. This would allow for all information to be in 



the CAD at the back-up PSAP from the primary PSAP. See 
attached quote. 
 

B. Zetron Radio- we will be upgrading the complete system at the 
primary PSAP and moving the current system (including 
equipment/hardware and programming) to the backup center. 
The upgraded system and the current system will functions the 
same and on the same tower and repeater system.  
 

C. Zetron Calltaking Max Phone- we will be keeping the system 
and mirroring it at the backup PSAP, with replacing and 
upgrading the equipment/hardware at primary. We will be 
placing all viable equipment/hardware at the back-up and 
purchasing all programming and software. The phone will be 
transferred to the back-up PSAP by truck rolling of the 911 lines 
and dial in roll of the administrative lines.  
 

D. Mapping- The mapping is a packaging with the GeoConex CAD 
and will remain in the primary with all equipment/hardware 
being replaced, then purchasing all programming and software. 
The maps will be sent updates thru a fiber system to both the 
primary and back-up PSAP’s. The main mapping system is 
located at the 911 addressing office. 

 
 

E. Addressing Data base- This system will be upgraded and the 
existing equipment/hardware that is viable will be moved to 
the back-up and programming/ software purchased. This is a 



stand-alone system that was written specifically for E-911 use. 
Both stations will be updated by appropriate manner to 
maintain for E-911.  
 

F. Dispatch Consoles- we will be placing two (2) new dispatch 
consoles in the backup center.  

 
 

G. Phonelines (Frontier)- All blocks are in the backup PSAP with 
possibility of some wiring needed or replaced.  
 

H. ANI/ALI- The back-up will require an ANI/ALI system to be 
purchased but will function thru a networking system where 
both the primary and back-up will communicator with the 
other.  
 
 
 

 

 

  



Product / Service
Budgeted Ann. 
Expense

Non-Eligible 
Costs

Surcharge 
Eligible

Recurring 
Costs Mo.

Recurring 
Costs Ann.

Western Carolina Comm  $             7,200 -$                
Zetron(phone,cad)  $        134,050 -$                
Zetron (recorder)  $           15,992 -$                
Furniture  $             1,750 -$                
Frontier (SALI)  $           95,968 -$                
Frontier (point to point) 833$          9,996$       
Misc  $           50,000 -$                

-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                
-$                

CLAY COUNTY E-911
Backup PSAP Financial Planning



 

 

June 12, 2015,  

To: David Dodd  

From: Dena Jenkins 

Re: Back-up Center  

 

General Discussion 

I. The type of back-up center that we are looking at providing for 
Clay County will be a stand-alone PSAP. The location of this 
would be the previously used E-911/Sheriff’s Office that is 
located at 36 Davis Loop which qualifies per the details of the 
back-up plan layout.  

 

The phone lines into the back-up location are on a loop, which 
means that Clay County is a remote off of the Cherokee County 
line that is looped thru Graham County and so on to the central 
office that is located in Sylva.  

 
The phone company has in place what is called a redundant 
system that is supposed to automatically shift if there is a break 
in the loop, so that there is no loss of phone lines. 

 



 Currently, at our primary PSAP, we man two (2) 911 stations 
and have the option of a third position if needed (the third 
position is seldom used). The back-up PSAP will be a stand-
alone facility. It will have a functioning radio, phones, and CAD 
that will function from a witness server. The witness server 
views what is going on with the CAD. If there is an interruption 
in one of the servers the witness server steps up and does the 
work load for the lost server. 
 
 The process of transferring use of the primary PSAP to the 
backup PSAP will be listed in a procedures manual which 
should only be for the rolling over of the phone system from 
primary location to the back-up location.  
 
The Zetron phone will have programming installed.  The CAD 
will be installed with programming at the backup location. It 
will work in connection with the primary system thru fiber 
optics, this way the work done at the primary will be viewable 
and retrievable at the backup. 
 
 The backup PSAP will have UPS and generator for the power 
source. The UPS has the ability to hold for up to 15 min and the 
generator is able to run up to 400 hrs.  
 
The generator is battery powered the with a jump pack for 
battery failure and is ran by fuel  at 1 gallon per hr  500 gallon 
tank with tank being at 80%. This should start in less than two 
(2) minutes from the time the power outage occurs.  

Commented [BTG1]: What do you mean “programming 
installed”? 

Commented [BTG2]: 15 minutes is not a lot of time if 
your generator doesn’t start.  That would put you having 
only 15 minutes or less to decide what you do from that 
point. 



 
The power grid of Clay County is from a substation that is 
located on NC 69. This means if there is an outage of power 
that both the primary and back-up PSAP’s will be affected on a 
case by case scenario.   
 
We do plan on operating out of the backup PSAP 72 hours a 
month to make sure that the equipment is functional and 
maintained during the times it is not needed.  
 
As for the comfort of the employees at the prospect of an 
extended stay in the backup, there is a full kitchen on site and 
restrooms. There is the space and privacy for sleeping areas 
and we will be providing cots and blankets. Also, within walking 
distance of the backup there are shower facilities.  

 

Our intentions in Clay County to make the backup PSAP 
functional and start the process of upgrading the primary PSAP 
within three (3) years. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Commented [BTG3]: Legislation requires PSAPs to have a 
functioning backup plan by July 1, 2016 
 
While a standalone backup facility can be approved, we 
would welcome the opportunity to help PSAPs work 
together in creating a workable backup plan.  There’s a 
strong probability to support that we will not have the funds 
to support standalone backup facilities for each PSAP in NC.  
Thereby asking PSAPs to work together to backup one 
another is a more feasible option. 



Phases of Completion: 

1.  Back-up Plan approved by the board. 
2. (Dec 2015) Grant application and planning for 2016/2017 budget 
3. (Feb 2016) Building acquition  
4. (mar 2016) Building Inspection  

All vendors staging equipment orders 
5. (April 2016) Install radio upgrade at the primary PSAP 

Move old radio equipment  
Setting up install orders  
 April-Radio 
 May- CAD 
 June- phones/ Zetron & Frontier 
  SALI/Point to Point 

6. (June 2016)  Facility Testing / Check offs 
Punch list 

7. (July 2016) Center deployment- operational 

  

II. Components 
 

A. CAD- we currently have the GeoConex CAD system in the 
primary PSAP and we are happy with the functions of this. We 
plan on keeping this system and replacing the 
equipment/hardware at the primary and moving all viable 
equipment/hardware to the backup center with the purchase 
of the programming and software. The CAD system will run 
thru a county fiber. This would allow for all information to be in 

Commented [BTG4]: How are you going to install new 
equipment in the primary before taking the older 
equipment out and how are you going to take the older 
equipment out to move to the backup and still remain 
operational? 



the CAD at the back-up PSAP from the primary PSAP. See 
attached quote. 
 

B. Zetron Radio- we will be upgrading the complete system at the 
primary PSAP and moving the current system (including 
equipment/hardware and programming) to the backup center. 
The upgraded system and the current system will functions the 
same and on the same tower and repeater system.  
 

C. Zetron Calltaking Max Phone- we will be keeping the system 
and mirroring it at the backup PSAP, with replacing and 
upgrading the equipment/hardware at primary. We will be 
placing all viable equipment/hardware at the back-up and 
purchasing all programming and software. The phone will be 
transferred to the back-up PSAP by truck rolling of the 911 lines 
and dial in roll of the administrative lines.  
 

D. Mapping- The mapping is a packaging with the GeoConex CAD 
and will remain in the primary with all equipment/hardware 
being replaced, then purchasing all programming and software. 
The maps will be sent updates thru a fiber system to both the 
primary and back-up PSAP’s. The main mapping system is 
located at the 911 addressing office. 

 
 

E. Addressing Data base- This system will be upgraded and the 
existing equipment/hardware that is viable will be moved to 
the back-up and programming/ software purchased. This is a 

Commented [BTG5]: Need more explanation of this.  A 
diagram may be needed.  We will not approve 911 trunks 
being rolled to admin lines because you could not get 
ANI/ALI information.  What will you do during the transition 
from the Primary to the backup?  How far is the distance 
between the 2 facilities? 



stand-alone system that was written specifically for E-911 use. 
Both stations will be updated by appropriate manner to 
maintain for E-911.  
 

F. Dispatch Consoles- we will be placing two (2) new dispatch 
consoles in the backup center.  

 
 

G. Phonelines (Frontier)- All blocks are in the backup PSAP with 
possibility of some wiring needed or replaced.  
 

H. ANI/ALI- The back-up will require an ANI/ALI system to be 
purchased but will function thru a networking system where 
both the primary and back-up will communicator with the 
other.  
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